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The need for electronic devices which will reliably operate in the temperature range from 400 to 600'C has made it
essential to look beyond conventional electronic materials such as silicon or gallium arsenide. Devices based on these mate-
rials are presently able to meet a limited number of elevated temperature demandz, but only with the added cost and com-
plexity of an environmental cooling system. Sensors and control devices mounted on or in aircraft engines, operating at
temperatures of 500 to 600'C for periods of up to 100 hours, are needed for increased design engineering feedback, and
diminished testing and maintenance costs. Integration of the additional weight of the required cooling system for Si devices
is already a substantial impediment to increased performance in supersonic aircraft. Electronics to be used in planetary
space probes must be capable of extended operation at temperatures above 500CC. Consequently, the environmental cooling
system for space based vehicles already accounts for over one-half of cur-rent launch vehicle pavloads. [1 -31 The develop-
ment of devices intended for operation in high temperature environments would not only meet these existing needs, but

would allow many new applications of distributed fe~edback control.
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Introduction ments as a function of temperature. Thcse measurements
indicated a room temperature carrier concentration of about

The need for electronic devices which will reliably 5 x 10'5/ cm3. with a mobility of about 30 cniW/V-s.
operate in the temperature range from 400 to 600C has
made it essential to look beyond conventional electronic Ohmic Contact Formation
materials such as silicon or gallium arsenide. Devices based
on these materials are presently able to meet a limited We have investigated the use of Mo, Ti. Ta. and V as
number of elevated tempnerature demands, but only with the ohmic contact metallizations.[ 13.141 Annealing at high
added cost and complexity of an environmental cooling temperature (1223 K) leads to the foruiation of a carbide
system. Sensors and control devices mounted on or in layer at the interface, thereby providing an intimate contact
aircraft engines. operating at temperatures of 500 to 6000C with good adhesion to the diamond. A specific contact
for periods of up to 100 hours, are needed for increased resistance of2xI0's 0-cm2 was measured for annealed Mo and
design engineering feedback, and diminished testing and Ti carbide contacts on highly -doped epitaxial films.115]
maintenance costs. Integration of the additional weight of Specific contact resistance values approximately two orders of
the required cooling system for Si devices is already a magnitude larger have been measured for Mo carbide
substantial ' impediment to increased perfornance in contacts to lightly doped natural type lIlb diamonds. The high
supersonic aircraft. /71cetroni.s to be used in planetary space temperature stability of the contacts was tested by monitoring
probes must bi capable .of extended ope6ration at the resistance between two contact iads for times of up to
temperatures above 5k0 "(. Consequci.tljt, the environmental 120 hours at 898 K.1 161 No change in resistance was
cooling system for space based vehicles already accunts for observed over time at any given temperature during the
over one-half of currenit launich vehicle .payloads.I 1'-3] The experiment. In the case of the non-carbide forming metals
development of devices intended for operation llin high Ni. Au. Al, Pd, and Pt 1171, however, lack of adhesion is
temperature environments would not only meet these existing significant. with non-ohmic behavior observed even after
needs, but would allow ma:ny new applications of distributed annealing at high temperatures.
feedback control.

l)evice Fabrication and Testing
Due primarily Iti its wide hand gap (5.5 eV) and

unequaled thei'nal conductivity (20 W/cni2-K). diamnond is We have used the ion implanted layer and refractory
being investigated tfr use in high-temperature devices.141 metal qhmic contacts to fabricate a demonstration electronic
Diamond devices already demonstrated at elevated deviee.t9] Thic structure chosen was the insulated gate field
temperatures include dioides. r:adiation sensors, thermistors. effect transistor. A circular geometry, consisting of a central
and transistors.15-91 'rhis paper addresses two f'undanrental drain contact 400 pnm in diameter, with concentric 200 pim
issues in device Ilbric:aitin. dopant incotrjoration via ion wide gate and source contacts 1000 pm and 16(0) pm in outer
implantation and ohmic contact Iornuation. and concludes diameter respectively, was chosen to eliminate the need for a
with an evaluation of the device characteristic, of an insulated mesa etch. 1The source and drain ohmic contacts, consisting
gate FET fabricated using these technologies. of a bilayer structure of 10 nm molybdenum deposited on the

diamond with a 160 nm gold cap. were defined using a lift-off
Dopant Incorporatiom via ohn lInllanL'mtion process. and then annealed at 1223 K in a hydrogen ambient.

The ability to l|orin a p-type layer by boron ion The gate insulator. consisting of an SiO 2 film
implantation is now l*.irly well established, and clainms have approximately 100 1m thick, was deposited by indirect plasma
been made Ifor the creation of an n-type layer by high enhanced chemical vapor deposition at a temperature of 573
temperature lithium implantation. We have utilized a K. "hlie gate metal, also defined by a lift-off process, was a 10
technique based upon that propo~sed by Prins 110 for bokron nm titanium/160 nm gold bilayer structure. ritanium was
implantation into type I IA natural diamonds 111.121. Tlhe chosen to provide strong adhesion of the gate metallization to
substrate was a natural .Lmi-insulating (type Ila) diamond the gate insulator. All metallizations were deposited in an
with dimensions of 5 mmn x 5 mm x 0.25 nini. Boron ions ultra-high vacuum system with a pressure during deposition
were implanted at 80 K using a multiple implant scheme (25 of less than 7 x 10$ Tort. The devices were then tested in air
keY. 1.5 x 10" I/cm': 5(1 keV. 2.1 x 10° IW/ctrt.: and I1(1 at teniliraturcs ranging from room tem)ierature to 473 K.
keV, 3.0 x 10'" It/cm:) intended to pinwide a unifrtm il-type
layer 210 nt thick. After implantation. the diamtond was "he room tepllerature transistor characteristics are
annealed at 1273 K iti iitr(igcn to rentove imrplaltatlitmn shown in Figs. I and 2. Current saturation and pinch-off are
danmage and activate the implanted boreon. 'Thc carrier clearly obsetved. 'fThis is the first demonstration of pinch-off
concentration and omotilitv were tten detetnifned by nr:ikirtg in a diamond insulated gate structure. This device may be
a series of van der l'auw resist i.ity and I lhl el'•ct tica.sre- operated in either the depletion mode (Fig. I), with a
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transcondttctance ol 28 ý,S nmm', or in tan coiithttcojnt tno Imi R:Cjcrch. lDeVUclpmwn1. l t~t, -11d DIiu~t ~V('it o

(F-ig. 2), with a transconductanee ol 48 pS unim' (lla.\d on lnterual Rsc.,aich piogrant (Dih A. ('d j:itid the Offi we

a gate width Z of = 24W6im Rtttt lj d ot'Naval Research (Mi. M. Yodui)-

Rare the inner and outer radii, respectively.) J-uture

perfortmance improvemnitts may bec real ized by simprovwing (tie R EFFRENCE'S

carrier miobility, as discussed in) [12). '11)c souice to gate
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